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A & M urge that Jorgensen's dilemma - given that norms lack truth-values either the notion of inference is 

inapplicable to them or it can be characterized without reference to truth - be resolved in favour of the latter horn. (various 

alternatives are characterized and rejected.) For philosophical motivation they appeal to Wittgenstein's doctrine of meaning 
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the rules for the standard connectives be given, Gentzen-style, with reference to their introduction and elimination rules. For 
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A1,...An|-B 

_______________ 

OA1,...OAn|-OB  
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descriptive/normative distinction. But in her critique external accounts are assimilated to the kind of external realism she 

follows Putnam in rejecting. But this is to confuse independence from human values with independence from all forms of 

human conceptualization and to misdiagnose opposition to essentialism as opposition to metaphysical realism. The real but 
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limited truth in essentialism is that external accounts of what humans are like point to commonalities that offer us the 
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56. Gunnar Björnsson 
"Why Emotivists Love Inconsistency" in Philosophical Studies 104, 2001 

Bjornsson takes emotivism as an empirical hypothesis identifying moral opinions with a certain kind of desire or 

optation. He then seeks to address the Frege-Geach problem by offering a rough general characterization of negative, 

conditional etc thoughts in terms of their functional role in reasoning and seeking to show what purposes can be served by 

optation-involving thoughts that play these functional roles. 

"How Emotivism Survives Immoralists, Amoralists, Irrationality, and Depression" in Southern Journal of 

Philosophy 40, 2002. 

57. Max Black 
"Some Questions About Emotive Meaning" in Philosophical Review 57, 1948.  

"The Gap Between "is" and "Should"" in Philosophy 41, 1966.  
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58. Robert Black 
Moral Scepticism and Inductive Scepticism" in P.A.S. 30, 1989-90. 

59. Simon Blackburn 
"Moral Realism" in Casey, Morality and Moral Reasoning and in Essays in Quasi-Realism, pp. 111-129.  

"Truth, Realism and the Regulation of Theory" in Midwest Studies 5, 1980  

"Rule-Following and Moral Realism" in Holzman and Leich, Wittgenstein: To Follow A Rule, pp. 163-187.,  

Spreading the Word (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984). 

This is a textbook in the philosophy of language. However the discussion of realism in chapters 5-7 is largely focused 

on the case of ethics and became the classic presentation of ethical irrealism in the 1980s. Blackburn sees evaluative 

properties as projections of sentiments and sets out to describe the quasi-realist project of explaining the realist character of 

the way we speak on the assumption that this projectivism is true. Central aspects of his sketch in chapter 6 of how this can 

be done include his influential treatment of the Frege-Geach problem, construing evaluative conditionals as expressive of 

second-order attitudes, and his ingenious attempt to make good projectivist sense of the matter of moral mind-independence. 

He also attempts to construct a notion of truth applicable to evaluations. The question, of how, if this quasi-realist project 

can give legitimate application to such realist language, the contrast with more robust realism should be made out, is 

addressed in chapter 7 in terms of the relevance of the subject matter of an area of discourse to the causal explanation of our 

beliefs in that area. Chapter 5 contains brief but interesting remarks on thick concepts, reductionism and the "speech act 

fallacy". 

"Errors and the Phenomenology of Value" in Honderich, , Morality and Moral Reasoning and in Essays in Quasi-Realism, 

pp. 149-165. 

Considering Mackie's error theory, SB imagines that the error theorist might seek to engage in a form of practical 

thinking freed of metaphysical error - in shmoralizing. The error theory is undermined, however, if, as the quasi-realist 

expects, shmoralizing turns out to be just like moralizing. Hence the quasi-realist seek to accommodate the 

phenomenological aspects of value that the realist is apt to emphasize such as mind-independence. This is consistent with 

quasi-realism, however, as we can read the counterfactuals that state it as expressing first order moral commitments rather 

than as espousing metaethical realism. The analogy, pressed by McDowell, between values and secondary qualities, is 

questioned and, in the final section, SB suggests an affinity between projectivism and consequentialism. 
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"Supervenience Revisited" in Hacking, Essays in Analysis and in Essays in Quasi-Realism.  

"Making Ends Meet" in Philosophical Books 1986.  
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SB here revisits the Frege-Geach problem and seeks to improve on his STW approach. The general desideratum of 

any logic of attitudes is, he suggests, that our goals should be consistent. Taking adeontically perfect world to be one where 

every proposition we "hurrah!" is true and taking "H!p" where p is some proposition to express commitment to some goal to 

be realized in every deontically perfect world, "B!p" to rule p out of any such world, and "T!p" admit p to at 

least some deontically perfect worlds, we can understand the consistency of a set of attitude sentences in terms of whether 

they together commit us to a goal that can be consistently realized in some deontically perfect world. If this is not true we 

will say that the set of sentences is unsatisfiable. Negated attitudes can, SB suggests, be systematically read as attitudes to 

negated propositions, e.g. not-H!p = T!not-p. He understands conditionals and other basic embedded contexts in terms of 

what we are committed to when we accept something, adopting the method of semantic tableaux or trees to capture this 

notion. The commitment I express by e.g. "(H!p v H!q)" is one that involves tying myself to a tree. I tie myself, commit 

myself, to either accepting H!p or accepting H!q. The validity of an argument then consists in the joint unsatisfiability of the 

sentences we commit ourselves to in accepting the premises and denying the conclusion. 

"Just Causes" in Philosophical Studies 61, 1991, pp. 39-42 and in Essays in Quasi-Realism.  

"Reply to Sturgeon" in Philosophical Studies 61, 1991, pp. 39-42. 

"Through Thick and Thin" in Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, Supp. Vol. 96, 1992. 

Blackburn sets out to debunk thick concepts arguing that the moral attitudes expressed in their use is typically carried 

by non-lexical features like tone, a matter of passing rather than priori theory. He stresses the flexibility of our language with 

respect to the evaluations we convey by it and our failure to talk past each other - at least as much as "thickies" should 

predict - when we bring contrasting sensibilities to the way we use our words. 

"Wise Feeling, Apt Reading" in Ethics 102, 1992  

Essays in Quasi-Realism (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993  

"Gibbard on Normative Logic" in Philosophical Issues 4, 1993, pp. 60-66. 

"The Land of Lost Content" in Frey and Morris, Va;lue, Welfare and Morality  

"Realism- Quasi or Queasy?" in Haldane and Wright, Reality, Representaion and Projection, pp. 365-383.  

"The Flight to Reality" in Hursthouse, Lawrence and Quinn, Virtues and Reasons.  

"Justification, Scepticism and Nihilism" in Utilitas 7, 1995.  

"Practical Tortoise Raising" in Mind, 1995  

"Dilemmas, Dithering, Plumping and Grief" in Mason, Moral Dilemmas and Moral Theory  

Review of Dworkin's "Objectivity and Truth", BEARS, 1996.  

"Securing the Nots: Moral Epistemology for the Quasi-Realist" in Sinnott-Armstrong and Timmons, Moral Knowledge  

"Has Kant Refuted Parfit?" in Dancy, Reading Parfit  

"Moral Relativism and Moral Objectivity" in Philosophy and Public Affairs 58, 1998  

Ruling Passions: A Theory of Practical Reasoning (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998)  

"Trust, Cooperation and Human Psychology" in Levi and Braithwaite, Trust and Governance, pp. 28-45.  

"Wittgenstein, Wright, Rorty and Minimalism" in Mind 107, 1998, pp. 157-181. 

Objects to Wright's version of minimalism that there may be normative regimes for the acceptance/rejection of 

sentences that are nothing much to do with truth conditions. The proper moral to draw, SV argues, from the relvant work of 

Ramsey is that we need not a 'sorted notion of truth' but a sorted notion of truth-aptitude, one that recognizes functional 

differences. We can anyway rule out such distinctions in advance only if, unlike Wright but like Rorty we are accepting of 

an indefensibly quietist 'blanket miinimalism'. The second half of the paper is a critique of Wright and Boghossian's 

anxieties about the supposedly (and only supposedly, thinks SB) contagious character of irrealism about semantics. 

"Is Objective Moral Justification Possible on a Quasi-Realist Foundation?" in Inquiry 42, 1999, pp. 213-228. 

The quasi-realist is not greatly threatened by the freshman relativist.. The existence of alien and different moral views 

like those of the Taliban do not threaten it, do not deprive us of the conceptual resources to say, and say rightly, that such 

people are simply wrong (while granting to the freshman that there are other, very different viewpoints which we should be 

more tolerant of or from which we can even learn). It is rather quasi-realism.s rivals that are at risk from such a worry, given 

the likelihood of plural modes of human flourishing, plural ways in which people might constitute their practical identities 

and plural ways in which (à la McDowell/Cavell) our organisms might conceivably whirl. As for objectivity, it is a virtue, 

being sensitive to the right aspects of the situation, and in the right way and its opposite is bias, a vice the Taliban amply 

exemplify. 

"Relativism" in LaFollette, The Blackwell Guide to Ethical Theory, pp. 38-52. 

"Normativity a la Mode" in The Journal of Ethics 5, 2001.  

"How Emotional is the Virtuous Person?" in Goldie, Understanding Emotions  

"Anti-Realist Expressivism and Quasi-Realism" in Copp, The Oxford Handbook of Ethical Theory, pp. 146-162.  

"Must We Weep for Sentimentalism?" in Dreier, Contemporary Debates in Moral Theory, pp. 144-159. 
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"Hutcheson's Moral Sense Theory and its Significance for Emotivism ni Contemporary Metaethics" in Methodos 11, 1959.  

"Can Science Justify an Ethical Code?" in Inquiry 3, 1960  
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"Metaethics and Value Conflicts in Education" in Philosophy of Education 19, 1963.  
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62. Paul Bloomfield 
"Of Goodness and Healthiness: A Viable Moral Ontology" in Philosophical Studies 87, 1997  

"Prescriptions are Assertions: An Essay in Moral Syntax" in American Philosophical Quarterly 87, 1997.  

Moral Reality (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001).  

"Is There Moral High Ground" in Southern Journal of Philosophy 41, 2003, pp. 511-526.  
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Normative governance is the process of influence on norms we accept by conversations . normative discussion . about 

absent circumstances. When such discussion promotes consensus, this impacts on our feelings and actions, it can help to 

coordinate our actions and feelings and this coordinating role casts light on the likely evolutionary rationale for normative thought 

and language. Such thought and language .is part of nature, but it does not describe nature.. Thus Gibbard rejects any purely 

descriptive analysis of .rational. as failing to do justice to the element of endorsement in normative language. We should prefer his 

.norm-expressivistic analysis. of normative language. On such an analysis we understand what it is to be rational only indirectly 

through an understanding of what it is to judge something rational. To judge something rational is to accept a system of norms that 

permit it (where accepting a norm is a state manifested in a complex pattern of avowing that norm and acting in accordance with 

it.) Calling something rational is just expressing such an acceptance. (Analogously, to call R a reason for doing X is to express 

acceptance of a system of norms that treat R as weighing in favour of X). The norms one accepts are seen as making a 

contribution to the content of what one says independent of that made by one.s beliefs. The content of a judgement can be 

understood in terms of the set of .factual-normative worlds. (ordered pairs <w, n> where w is a possible world and a 

comprehensive system of norms) where that judgement holds (or, as Gibbard ultimately prefers to say, the set of such worlds it 

rules out). A sentence S holds in world <w, n> if a sentence Sn is true in w that is got from S by replacing normative terms like 

.required., .permitted. etc with n-corresponding descriptive terms like .required by n., .permitted by n., etc. If S1 holds in a subset 

of factual-normative worlds where S2 holds (or if the worlds S2 rules out are a subset of those S1 rules out), we may say S1 

entails S2. If S2 holds in none of the factual-normative worlds where S1 holds (or if, between them, they rule out everything) they 

are inconsistent. We can understand normative judgements without supposing there to be any normative states of affairs that they 

represent. Our ordinary beliefs about our immediate surroundings are cases of natural representation, cases where a part of the 

world, here our cognitive natures, has evolved to correspond in some way to another part of it. More scientific beliefs are cases of 

designed, artificial representation. But we can best explain how we came by our normative beliefs without supposing there to be 

any normative facts. The fact-norm distinction can be defended as a claim about the in principle adequacy for interpreting the 

judgements we need to make in both living and understanding human lives of a hypothetical normative-Galilean language, free of 

thick concepts. Specifically moral norms are best understood, Gibbard suggests, as norms governing guilt and anger. 

Some of the norms we accept are higher-order norms governing the acceptance of norms. If I accept a norm along with 

some higher order norm demanding its acceptance, that apply to all and leave no slack, I treat it as a requirement of 

rationality. Existential commitments are weaker than this but stronger than matters of mere taste: here the commitment is merely to 

one.s own continued acceptance of the norm. Indeed I might accept a norm along with higher order norms that, while requiring me 

to accept it, requires others to accept other incompatible norms, a case of standpoint-dependent validity. In telling you that 

something is rational, however, I make a conversational demand on you, that you accept what I say. This makes particular sense if 

my judgements enjoy contextual authority being based on norms we both share. Or I may earn myself Socratic authority by 

bringing you to work out for yourself that norms you accept will lead you to agreement. Gibbard also thinks some sense can be 

made of what he calls fundamental authority, involving a form of raw (necessarily mutual and limited) trust in the judgements 

others make. For he argues not to be willing to accord such fundamental authority would undermine one.s trust even in one.s own 

normative judgements in ways that would threaten one with a paralysing hyperscepticism. Higher order norms may determine 

both .standards of conversational legitimacy. and the shape taken by the justifications those standards demand that we offer each 

other for conversational demands. To treat demands as objective is to take them to apply universally and do so openly and 

sincerely. But we may well not do this. In some cases this would be mere browbeating relative to any standards of conversational 

legitimacy that serve the central consensus-promoting function of normative discussion. Faced with outsiders holding exotic views 

we have four options: (a) parochialism (Greeks deny that Scythians any normative competence but have no story to tell about 

why); (b) relativism (the Greeks have a principled (and ultimately non-relative story to tell about why Scythian norms are right for 

Scythians, Greek norms for Greeks); (c) tell some epistemic story about why the outsiders get it wrong; (d) work towards 

constituting a single inclusive community of judgement. Among higher-order norms we need to distinguish norms of 

rationale which give some deep rationale the norms we accept should share and epistemic norms of warrant. That these can come 

apart is a further dimension in which we can make sense of the idea of normative objectivity: we can make sense of the thought 

that a members of a community might apply correct norms of warrant and come up with mistaken results. A direct pragmatism 

which took normative judgements to be warranted with reference simply to the costs and benefits of holding them would likely be 

self-defeating but a limited role for pragmatic considerations is apt to lead to normative scepticism given the role of pragmatic 

factors in shaping our dispositions to accept and reject norms. To avoid this we should allow pragmatic considerations at least a 

limited and indirect authority, accepting a .pragmatism of legitimate influence. that seeks to arrive at an account of which kinds of 

pragmatic influence promote good judgement and then accords authority to those subject to such influences. When normative 

consensus breaks down repression (coercion deemed illegitimate by those coerced) is sometimes justified though its costs are 

high. To avoid these costs where we can we may seek to form limited communities of judgement based on norms of toleration or 

accommodation. 
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Morality is concerned with norms for anger and guilt but a broader range of emotions, sentiments in particular of 

benevolence, fairness and respect inform reflection on what the content of such norms should be. Normative inquiry into what our 

feelings should be has tentative beginnings in views which are a mixture of substantive (it makes sense to be sad when someone 

dies); formal (if it makes sense for me to be sad at something, it makes sense for you to be sad at similar things) and 

epistemological (views of what makes sense that result from careful thought carry some authority). Adam Smith was right to 

appeal to the gains from coordination in our feelings though coordination is often best served when our feeling mesh rather than 

simply matching up. Such pragmatic considerations favour in particular that our norms for guilt and anger should mesh and that 

we should conform our actions to them. Consistency in normative thought is not demanded of us, as cognitivists would suppose, 

as a condition for truth; but normative thought and discussion would lose much of its point without a tendency on our part to be 

governed by the norms we avow and to be consistent in our normative avowals. Normative inquiry, directed at the real good of 

consistency and objectivity, is driven both by philosophical refinement of our norms and the search for some pragmatic rationale 

for them. We thus seek to arrive at moral understandings that secure both convinction and consensus. 

Highly demanding and hugely rewarding, this is surely the most important work on metaethics since at least The Language 

of Morals. 
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Evaluative language, like imperative language, is primarily used not descriptively, to say what is the case but 

prescriptively, to guide action. Like imperatives, value judgements cannot be deduced from factual, descriptive premises 

alone (exceptions being hypothetical imperatives and certain very unassuming judgements in which function words like 

'auger' feature). Nonetheless value judgements are responsive to the character of the things valued. A word such as 'good' or 

'ought' is a supervenient epithet. If two things differ in goodness or rightness, they must differ also in some other respect. For 

in applying a value term to something a speaker expresses his acceptance of a certain standard for things of that kind and a 

failure of supervenience would signal that the standard was an inconsistent one. This standard will vary from one 

comparison class to another: it provides, in the context of any such class, the criteria of application of a value term but, 

being thus variable, does not constitute its meaning. At the heart of Hare's analysis is his claim that "Value terms have a 

special function in language, that of commending; and so they plainly cannot be defined in terms of any other words which 

themselves do not perform this function; for if this is done, we are deprived of a means of performing this function." (p. 91) 

Value words have a further element of descriptive meaning but, with the more general value words, their evaluative meaning 

is primary as it is constant across all comparison classes and because it may drive changes in descriptive meaning. Value 

judgements, insofar as they have such evaluative meaning, entail imperatives governing choice and action and applicable 
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All P's being Q, please. 
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All P's ought to be Q. 
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meaning as primary can we understand why different people (the missionary and the cannibals with their contrasting moral 

standards) can communicate about and disagree over evaluative matters. There is a way of using value words without 

commendatory force but only in an "inverted commas" sense where we make no value judgement but merely allude to the 

value judgements of others. This commendatory use of moral language must again be seen as primary given that the inverted 

commas use is parasitical on the genuinely evaluative use - we must appeal to the latter in order to explain the content of the 

former. Moral judgements implicate principles: they are to be justified by reference to the speaker's standards as they apply 

to the facts of the case. When justification is sought of a complete set of standards determining fully a way of living no 

further justification can be given and it is a matter simply of our willingness to live in such a way. But this ultimate 

unjustifiability does not make our judgements arbitrary. It is too easy to forget just how good this ground-breaking book is. 
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